
 
This Natura 2000-area follows the stream course of the river Wondreb between the village of Leonberg and the 
city of Waldsassen. There are large fl oading-meadows and ending near the barrage close to Waldsassen. Later 
river Wondreb ends into the river Eger near OK-border. Found a place which was accessable also under the very 
muddy winter-condtions there. In the meadows no chance however near the small farm Altenhammer could 
enter the area on a small side-road. Weather was cold with around 5 degrees however sun was shining and you 
could stay there without any bigger problems in the car.

Through the side-window you had a small view into the river-bed and also to the farm in the background. How-
ever also sometimes distortions from the electric-fence about 200 meters away surrounding the horse-area.

It was not on the 
whole band, there 
were some portions 
with disturbances 
and 10kc up nothing.
So we could deal 
with. Activity was 
planned for a ma-
ximum of 2,5 to 3 
hours as then dark-
ness would come 
and the tempera-
ture going down ex-
treme. So started 
at 1334 UTC with 
MM0ZBH as fi rst sta-
tion. Had the days 
before also some 
castle-activities with very poor conditions in phone area on 40 so started this time again in SSB and after a 
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slow start it fi nally was opening a bit and could 
continue with more than 100 stations on the 
same frequency, before it run out and had to try 
my luck on other bands .  20 meters again very 
poor, 30 meters only a short opening and also 
only small number on 80. So had to switch back 
to 40 in CW and there was an extreme good run 
pulling up the logged numbers.

Had the week before an online-meeting withLars 
PHØNO where we talked also about the impro-
vement in operating when using more CW. To my 
biggest surprise he called me for his fi rst human-
made CW-contact ever. Very nice Lars to give 
you a new DLFF with your fi rst CW-QSO, thanks.

Activity lasted until 1630 UTC when S51RU 
marked the last contact. Altogether 34 countries 
made it into the log.
First place with big distance went to italy with 
65 contacts, followed by Germany 35, Poland 
22, France and Ukraine with 17 and Belgium 
with 15 QSO.

From the mode-side there were 160 contacts in 
phone and 151 in telegraphy. 

In total 311 contacts with 284 unique stations 
which shows also that there are many stations 
only in CW as well also many only in SSB. 

The power-consumtion made almost 50% 
of the battery-capacity however never any 
problem as I always would have also a se-
cond one with me.

Thanks for calling in and cu soon on the 
bands, stay healthy. 
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